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Address Horváth Miklós Síküveg Kft. 
Acsádi Ignác u. 16 
9700 Szombathely

Country Hungary

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
By now Horváth Síküveg Kft. has become a recognised company in the glass industry across the country, owing to that it has always provided and
provide quick, wide-scale and first class services to its partners, be it:

Glass machining (facetting, grinding, engraving, cutting),
Internal mirrors of stores,
Glass shelf system build,
Glazing workshops with U-profile glass.
Preparing heat insulated glasses in the required size, and the installation thereof.

We provide a wide range of glass and mirror machining services owing to our new CNC machines and our expert professionals – like cutting, grinding,
facetting, engraving, drilling, milling -, and as a result of our first class, responsible working, at the same time as an important pledge thereof we
introduce ISO 9001:2000 quality management system. 

It is our aim to be able, as we have been able to date, to follow and fully satisfy the needs of our customers in the future, too!
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